GENERAL EDUCATION
AC – Aesthetic Expression – Critical & Discriminative
AE – Aesthetic Expression – Experiential
AH – American History
FC – Critical Thinking
FM – Freshman Mathematics
FS – Speaking, Reasoning and Research
FW – Writing and Critical Thinking
LB – Laboratory associated with SB or SP course
ML – Modern Language
PE – Physical Education
PI – Philosophical Inquiry
SA – Social Analysis
SB – Scientific Inquiry – Biological Science
SI – Speaking Intensive
SP – Scientific Inquiry – Physical Science
WC – Western Civilization
WI – Writing Intensive
XC – Cross Cultural Perspective

COURSE NUMBERING SYSTEM
The level of course is indicated by the number:
100-299 lower division courses
300-499 upper division courses
500-599 graduate courses open to approved undergraduates
600-699 graduate courses open to graduate students only

BUILDING ABBREVIATIONS
On-Campus Locations
BIS-HL – Bishop Hall
BOW-HL – Bowman Hall
BRA-HL – Brainerd Hall
CAR-HL – Carson Hall
CRN-MC – Crane Music Ctr
CT – College Theater
DUNNHL – Dunn Hall
FLG-HL – Flagg Hall
HMH-CH – Hosmer Conc. Hall
KEL-HL – Kellas Hall

MAX-HL – Maxy Hall
MVC-HL – MacVicar Hall
MRT-HL – Merritt Hall
MRY-HL – Morey Hall
RH – Dunn Recital Hall
SAT-HL – Satterlee Hall
SCH-HL – Schutte Hall
SNL-HL – Snell Hall
STW-HL – Stowell Hall
TIM-HL – Timerman Hall

Watertown Locations
CASE JR – Case Jr. High
IMACHC – Immaculate Heart Sch
JLTCHR – Jefferson-Lewis Tch
JCCALA – JCC Liberal Arts Bldg
JCCSCI – JCC Science Bldg
JVOTEC – Jefferson Voe Tech
NORTH – North Elem School
WHS – Watertown High School

Off-Campus Locations
CRTHGC – Carthage Central
HDHS – Herman-DeKalb High
IRCS – Indian River Central
IRMID – Indian River Middle Sch
LOWVIL – Lowville Academy
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